Statement of Interest - CCWG-Accountability

My name is Davey Song and I am the director of BII lab in Beijing Internet Institute, a non-profit company focus on Internet infrastructure technology, specification and policy, including IPv6, DNS and other issue in Networking. In BII lab, I have responsibility for research and development in Internet protocol prototype, measurement and building testbed. There are some research projects under national research foundations. I'm also engaged into some public Internet standard and policy developing community, like IETF and ICANN. Now I'm member of ICANN TEG and RSSAC Cause. I'm interested in both Internet technology and policy regarding Internet governance as well.

My personal interest in this WG (Enhancing CCWG-Accountability Implementation and Work Stream 2) as a individual participants is to engage and contribute in a useful manner in line with multi-stakeholder model. Note that I just represent myself by participating this WG. And my specific interest is to ensure that there are accountable measures for ICANN/IANA function operation to guarantee its transparency and diversity of participants from all regions of the world.

I am in no way affiliated in a material sense with any other parties affected by ICANN.

Now I live in Beijing.